Boys Will Do Boys (Gay Male Menage) (A Carnival of Phantasms Book
4)

When Daniel came to the elusive fetish
party held in a remote countryside mansion
in the company of his Mistress, he never
anticipated the night leading him into the
company of a pretty, effeminate boy and
his more dashing partner. Due to a twist of
circumstance that see him ushered into
their company, thats exactly whats
happening. Having already crossdressed to
look the part, Daniel will spend the night
with the couple as Danielle, earning a taste
of an entirely different world of pleasure
and submission. What began as sensual
temptation, teasing and a question in A
Carnival of Phantasms develops now into
an intense night of pleasure only be shared
between boys. * This side story acts as a
direct continuation of a scene from A
Carnival of Phantasms. All side stories are
accessible without exclusive need of
context from A Carnival of Phantasms or
other side stories to enjoy. Contains
content intended for a mature audience of
18 and over only. Please check the preview
pages for more information.
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